
Washington, D.C. 20505 
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Mr. John Greenewald, Jr. 
The Black Vault 
27305 W. Live Oak Road 
Suite #1203 
Castaic, CA 91384 

Reference: EO M -2019-00511 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 

This is a final response to your correspondence of 16 March 2019, submitted on behalf of 
The Black Vault, requesting an Executive Order 13526 mandatory declassification review 
of the following document: 

CIA / Office ofNational Estimates 25 April 1963 Memorandum for the Director. 
Subject: Soviet Intentions Concerning Manned Lunar Landing. 

We have completed a thorough search of our records and determined that the document may be 
released in sanitized form. We have deleted material that must remain classified on the basis of 
Section 3.3(h)(2) of the Order. Additional information must be withheld because withholding 
is authorized and warranted under applicable law as provided by Section 6.2(d) of the Order. 
Enclosed is a copy showing our deletions and citing our exemptions. 

As the CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator, I am the CIA official responsible for this 
determination. You have the right to appeal this response to the Agency Release Panel in my care, 
within 90 days before the date of this letter. Should you choose to do this, please include the basis 
of your appeal. 

To contact CIA directly or to appeal the CIA's 
response to the Agency Release Panel: 

To contact the Office of Government 
Information Services (OGIS) for mediation 

or with questions: 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, DC 20505 
Information and Privacy Coordinator 
(703) 613-3007 (Fax) 
(703) 613-1287 - CIA FOIA Public Liaison / 
FOIA Hotline 

Office of Government Information Services 
National Archives and Records Administration 
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 
(202) 741-5770 
(877) 864-6448 
(202) 741-5769 (Fax) 
ogis@nara.gov 



Please note, contacting CIA's FOIA Public Liaison or OGIS does not affect your right to 
pursue an administrative appeal. 
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Mark Lilly 
Infonnation and Privacy Coordinator 
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25 April 1963 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR 

SUBJECT: Soviet Intentions Concerning a Manned Luna.r Landing 

SUMMARY 

Three unmanned lunar launchings this year, togetber with 

otber new evidence and further analysis, clearly indicate a con

tinutng strong Soviet interes·t in lunar exploration. We still 

cannot state conclusively, however, that the Soviets are in a 

race with the US for a manned lunar landing. On balance, we 

have no basis for changing our earlier estimate that the 

chances are better than even that the Soviets will seek to 

accomplish a manned lunar landing ahead of or in close campeti

tion with the US. It remains ~osB~b~e) nevertheless, that 

Soviet lunar objectives are less ambitious. 
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1. We last considered Soviet intentions concerning a manned 

lunar landing in mE 11-1-62, "The Soviet Space Program," dated 

5 December 1962, SECRET. In that esttmate we noted that, despite 

various Sovtet statements suggesting the existence or a manned 

lunar program, the top Soviet leaders had not committed themselves 

publicly to a race with the US, and were not likely to do so. 

Evidence at that ttme was inconclusive as to whether the Soviets 

were indeed competing with the US to put a man on the moon. 

However, we reasoned thatunleSB they considered the cost pro

hibitive or concluded that the US had an insurmountable lead, 

they would probably be impelled to compete because of the prestige 

involved and because of the importance or such an achievement to 

later interplanetary operations. All th1n88 conSidered, we es

t1mated the chances as better than even that the Soviets aimed to 

achieve a manned lunar landing ahead of or in close competition 

with the US, and noted that such a program could be well under 

way without our knowledge. 

2. The esttmate pointed out that a program for a manned 

lunar landing and return would require a serles of major technical 

advances. These include the development of very large boosters, 
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advanced upper stages, and ~proved guidance systems; furtber 

development ot lite support systems, radiation shie1.ding, and 

re-entry techniques tor the higher speeds involved in a return 

night trom the moon; and a. considerable amount of unmanned 

lunar exploration. 

3. The estimate also noted that the Soviets may attempt 

manned circumlunar and lunar satellite flights in connection 

with a manned lunar landing program. Such flights might 

be undertaken even if a manned lunar landing were not planned; 

al.though many similar techniques would be involved, these 

ventures would be considerably less demanding in terms ot 

propulsion and other requirements than a manned landing and 

return. Moreover, we noted that if the Soviets should con

clude that the US would win the manned lunar landing competi

tion, they might reason that earlier Soviet manned lunar flights 

without landings would detract from the US triumph. 

Recent Resumption of Lunar Shot~ 

4. After a long hiatus follOwing the two failures on 

15 and 16 April 1960, there have been three unmanned lunar 

launchings this year. The first, on 4 January, failed to eject 
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the spaeecraft from parking orbit around the earth, as a result 

of a failure in the fo~~h stage similar to those which have 

oCe'Urred in six out of the last eight attemp·ts at interplanetary 

flight. The second, on 3 February, failed to achieve po.rk1ng 

orbit, apparently beca~se of a failure in the third stage injection 

guidance system. The third and most recent attempt, the Luna IV 

shot on 2 April, was successi'ully ejected from parking orbit, and 

passed the moon at a distance of 5,300 miles. 

5. These Shots embodied considerable technical progress as 

compared with the attempts in April 1960. All of them employed 

the basic s6-6 ICBM booster used in previous lunar attempts. 

However, in contl~st to the earlier shots which used the direct

ascent tecbnique, these three attempts used the "parking orbit II 

technique previously used only on Mars and Venue probes. The use 

of this technique with a larger third stage and the addition of 8. 

fourth stage has enabled the Soviets to increase considerably the 

weight of their lunar probes. As compared with the 800 pound 

vehicles apparently used in April 1960, Luna IV weighed over 

3,000 pounds; a vehicle of thts size probabl.y is capable of 80ft

landing an instrumented package of apprOximately 800 pounds on 

the moon, or ];lUtting a package of about 1,700 pounds into orbit 
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around the moon. Initial reporting stated that the Soviets, for 

the first time, had attempted m1deou1'se guidance when the 

vehicle was about 10,,000 miles from earth" but further analysis 

of the tracking data makes this uncertain. 

6. The choice of launch dates for the three attempts in 1963" 

together with the operational techniques used, suggests that their 

mission was either to soft land an instrumented package on the 

moon or to conduct clbae reconnaissance of the moon's ~face 

from lunar orbit. Either misDion would be suited to the collection 

of the information on the lunar surface required in ~re~aration 

for a manned lunar landing, but would also have significance in 

a program of lunar exploration not involving the actual landing 

of a man on the moon. The evidence is inconclusive as to which 

of these missions was intended, but neither was accomplished. 

The distance at which Luna IV pa~lfled the moon precluded the 

collection of significant new data on the nature of the lunar 

surface. 

SO'V'iet Statements Relating to a Mauned Lunar Landing 

7. Regardless of the specific objective of Luna IV" Soviet 

propaganda repeatedly al.l.uded to future manned nights to the moon 
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in publieizing th1a o:peration. Much stress was laid on the 

necessity to determine conditions which woul.d be encountered on 

the moon in a manned flisht. TASS on 4 April even said that the 

ult1mate 80&1 was lito make the moon a giant launching :pad for 

manned flights to the planets of the solar system. If 

8. As yet, there has been no all.tho:ritntive Soviet statement 

o:penly a.ecept1ng the US lunar c:a.aJ.1.enge, but we wO'Ul.d not expect 

such a statement unless ~d until the Soviet leaders are ccnfident 

of their ability to compete successfUlly. In recent weeks we have 

received conflicting statements from Soviet sources. On the one 

hand, lover level Soviet sources have made statements which have 

,a more eompetitive tone thJin we have noted in the past. For 

example, on 10 April, Soviet cosmonaut Gagarin stated in an tnter

view that the USSR would deftnitely get to the moon, and that he 

believed that a Russian would be first. A few days later, M~ 

colleague N1kolayev expressed tne conviction that a Soviet 

cosmonaut would be the first to "tread the moon f s surface." 

9. On the other hand, in an interview on 12 April, 

Khrushchev said that the Soviets could put a. person on the moon 

but did not see any way to get him off. He added that the 

Americans said that they would be first to the moon and he stated 
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that they 'Would be welcome to this. Some statements made by 

Khrushchev in the past have accurately reflected actual develop

menta in the USSR; others have been intended to confuse or to 

deceive. We cannot Judge Khrushchev's intent in this case. 

Analysis of Soviet Ground Facilities 

10. The develo:pment of Area G at Tyuratam" vD.ich has been 

under way since mid-l962 at a pace suggesting high priority, 

provides an indication tbat 6. new large booster is be1.ng 

developed. Area G is quite extensive" and the facilities under 

construction seem to be at least as large as those of tbe 8s-6 

and apace launching facilities at Area A. Moreover, the 

launch area contains very heavy construction and is rail-served. 

Our information does not permit any very definite concluslon 

about the type of vehicle for wh1ch Area G is intended, but the 

high priority construction of anew, large launch area at this 

time might reasonably be interpreted as pointing to anew, big 

booster program wbicb is to reach flight test stage in the next 

year or so. 

ll. The activity at Area G may be 8f1oocia.ted with the Soviet 

ICBM program, tbe SllElce program, or both. It could relate to the 
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developnent of a new IC'".JM system capabJ.e of del1veriIlg 100 MT 

warheads. The booster for this ICBM system, which would require 

a thrust of about l.-l! mUl1011 poonds, could have a variety of 

space a~pltcations. Area G could also relate to the development 

of a very large booster, with a thrust of several million pounds, 

intended primarily for space ventures. This devel.opment would 

significantly increase the likelihood that tbe Soviets will 

a.ttempt a maDIled lunar landing. It wou1d still not provide 

cOllclusive evidence, however, since a. verJ l.arge booster might 

be intended tor other apace missions, tneludtng the launching of 

very heavy earth orbital. vehicles or planetary probes. 

12. After extensive analysis, we bave coocluded that infor

mation on static test facUities in the USSR provides no indication 

of the current sta.tus of Soviet development of large booster 

3.3(h)(Z eng1neB. ~1 _________________ ldoes not provide a. good bas1s for 

estimating tbe thrust capacity of tae~ stands «~for determining 

whether single or clustered engInes are being tested. Moreover, 

in the case of the most recently COllstructed teet facilities (1959

19(2) at four locations ill the USSR, we are unable to determine 

whetber their purpose is the development of new engines or the 

acceptance test1ng ot Soviet engines and missiles coming off 
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production 11Iles. Therefore, al.though some of the mown test stands 

might be capable of testing very large single or clustered engines, 

we e.:re unable from the evidence concerning these facilities to 

determine whether the Soviets are developing such a booster. 

Conc~usione 

13. We still cannot state conclusively toot the Soviets are 

aiming for a manned lunar ~anding in competition with the US. 

Some evidence since th.e :PUblica.tion of mE 11-1-62 suggests -that 

the Soviets are engElged in this race, but much o£ it is also 

consistent with less ambitious lunar projects. On balance, we 

have no basis for changing our earlier estimate that the chonces 

are better than even that the Soviets w:Ul seek to accomplish a 

manned lunar landing ahead of or in close competition with the US. 

14. We estimated in ME 11-1-62 that systematio lunar 

exploration was :possible a.s early as 1962, and tha.t suitable 

boosters with mult1million pound thrust, together with advanced 

upper stages., could be initiatlly test flown in about 1964. We 

further ea-timated that with a. strong national. effort, and with 

a high degree of success, the Soviets could accomplish a manned 

lunar landing in the period 1967-1969. The new evidence provides 
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us with no basts for Changing these dates or for better judging 


the status at such a program. 


FOR THE roAm> OF nATIONAL ESTIMATES: 


~a-.-L 
SHERMAN KENT 

Chairman 
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